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Bear Creek Nature Center’s Treasure Map
X marks the spot! Follow the clues to find the natural treasures of Bear Creek.
Can you find them all?

Bear Creek’s Treasure Key:
Use the map to find the X’s.
Use this page to see what the X’s mean.

X = Fortopia
This is a land of building and sharing, many
forts have come and gone but the magic still remains.
Have fun building your own fort but remember to

X = Troll Bridges
Be careful as you pass over the bridges, trolls
are not always the nicest. Can you spot any trolls or
their animal friends near the water?
X = Fairy Hollow
Follow the stone steps down to Fairy Hollow.
Please be kind to the fairies, their houses are delicate.
Feel free to make your own fairy house and share it
with others.

X = Ant Kingdom
The Ants have ruled over their Kingdom for
over 50 years! Please be respectful of the ants, they
are our friends. If you watch from a distance, can you
see the ants as they work?

take them down when its time to go so others can
find this land and enjoy!
X = Mule Deer Haven
This is a special place that deer like to go for
food and rest. Take a moment to rest here and see if
you can spot any deer clues (rubbings, droppings,
and tracks).
X = Songbird Sanctuary
Find the lookout spot on Songbird Loop, this
is where the songbirds gather to chirp and chat. Can
you hear the songs they sing? How many songs do
you hear?
X = Make your own
Can you find your own treasures? Make your
own treasure map and share it with us on Facebook
or Instagram using #BearCreekNatureCenter

